OUR MARTYRS - PRIDE OF MIZORAM POLICE

(Police Martyrs Memorial at 5th IR Bn Lungverh)

(Police Martyrs Memorial at 1st MAP Bn Armed Veng)

We are tremendously proud of our brave Martyrs of Mizoram Police who laid down their lives at the altar of duty to save the society and
the state. We salute, honour and acknowledge with great pride the supreme sacrifices made by our gallant departed Martyrs.We pray to God for
the eternal souls of these brave soldiers to rest in peace. The ultimate sacrifices of the brave martyrs will remain immortal in our memories.
Mizoram Police is proud to present our departed martyrs through this website as its salutation and deep regards for them. It is because of
the ultimate sacrifices of our esteemed colleagues that we continue to enjoy peace, security and prosperity in the State.

LIST OF MIZORAM POLICE PERSONNEL WHO SACRIFICED THEIR LIVES WHILE ON DUTY
SL
RANK & NAME
NO

1

2

3

SI Laldochhunga,
CID (SB)

Const. Lalnundanga,
AZL-DEF

ASI Kapthianga,
AZL-DEF

PLACEOF
OCCURENCE

Lengpui

Sihfa

Mission Veng,
Aizawl

DATE OF
OCCURENCE

BRIEF OF ACTION CAUSING SUCH DEATH

25.3.1966

SI Laldochhunga was posted at Aizawl Police
Station during the insurgency period of 1966. As he
was on the hit list of MNF militants he fled to Lengpui
village with his family members, but unfortunately he
took shelter in the house of pro-MNF militants. MNF
militants took him away towards Lengte village
saying that their leader Pu Laldenga wanted to meet
him. Since then, he was found missing and later learnt
that MNF militants had killed him.

30.12.1966

Const. Lalnundanga after performing his duty
was returning to his residence at Republic Veng,
Aizawl in which he was kidnapped by MNF
underground outfit. The MNF underground led the
noted constable to Sihfa Village where he was kept
inside a pit meant for toilet of a school. He was shot
dead by the MNF underground outfit in that very
place on 30th Dec., 1966.

24.3.1967

On the night of 24th March 1967, a mass prayer
was conducted by United Penticostal Church at the
locality of Mission Veng, Aizawl near the residence of
ASI Kapthianga. He attended the Mass prayer along
with his neighbour Pi Rini. While he was attending the
Mass prayer, he was called out from the house by an
MNF underground and the later tried to take him to
the jungle and when he resisted their advance, the
MNF underground then shot him dead.

PHOTO

4

5

6

Const. Doliana,CID (SB)

Durtlang, Aizawl

Const. Khawvelthanga,
CID (SB)

Hillock near the
Theological
College,
Mission
Vengthlang,
Aizawl

G.S. Arya, IPS, IGP

Office chamber
of IGP(M),
Aizawl

2.4.1974

Const. Doliana, CID (SB) was attacked inside
his residence at Durtlang by MNF militants on
2.4.1974 @ 5:30 PM. A sharp rod pierced through the
skull of Const. Doliana, CID (SB) and died of head
injury on the same night.

18.11.1974

On 18.11.1974, Const. KhawvelthangaRalte
was abducted by MNF militants led by SS Capt.
Lalhleia and party. He was brutally killed at a hillock
near Theological College, Mission Vengthlang,
Aizawl using knife, axe and hammer. He was only 31
years old when he was killed.

13.1.1975

Shri G.S. Arya, IPS, IGP Mizoram was shot
dead on 13.1.1975 alongwith Shri K. Panchapagesan,
IPS and Shri L.B. Sewa, IPS at the office chamber of
the IGP (M) by MNF militants namely SS Capt.
Lalhleia, SS Capt. Thangrehlova, SS Capt. Kapkima,
SS Corp K. Zoramthanga and SS Pvt. C.
Lalhmachhuana.
The MNF militants made a vain bid to abduct Shri
G.S. Arya, IPS, IGP Mizoram after the IPS Officers
resisted the abduction bid and bullets went off in the
scuffle causing the death of top Police Officers of
Mizoram including Shri G.S. Arya, IPS.
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9

L.B. Sewa, IPS, DIG

K. Panchapagesan, IPS,
SP

Const. Rohmingliana,
CID (SB)

Office chamber
of IGP(M),
Aizawl

Office chamber
of IGP(M),
Aizawl

Bazar Bungkawn,
Aizawl

13.1.1975

Shri L.B. Sewa, IPS, DIG Mizoram was shot
dead on 13.1.1975 alongwith G.S. Arya, IPS, IGP
Mizoram and Shri K. Panchapagesan, IPS at the office
chamber of IGP (M) by MNF militants namely SS
Capt. Lalhleia, SS Capt. Thangrehlova, SS Capt.
Kapkima, SS Corp K. Zoramthanga and SS Pvt. C.
Lalhmachhuana.
The MNF militants made a vain bid to abduct Shri
G.S. Arya, IPS, IGP Mizoram after the IPS Officers
resisted the abduction bid and bullets went off in the
scuffle causing the death of top Police Officers of
Mizoram including Shri L.B. Sewa, IPS.

13.1.1975

Shri Shri K. Panchapagesan, IPS, SP Mizoram
was shot dead on 13.1.1975 alongwith G.S. Arya, IPS,
IGP Mizoram and Shri K. Panchapagesan, IPS at the
office chamber of IGP (M) by MNF militants namely
SS Capt. Lalhleia, SS Capt. Thangrehlova, SS Capt.
Kapkima, SS Corp K. Zoramthanga and SS Pvt. C.
Lalhmachhuana.
The MNF militants made a vain bid to abduct Shri
G.S. Arya, IPS, IGP Mizoram after the IPS Officers
resisted the abduction bid and bullets went off in the
scuffle causing the death of top Police Officers of
Mizoram including Shri K. Panchapagesan, IPS.

4.4.1975

Const. Rohmingliana was enrolled in Police
Department on 18.7.1967 and posted at District
Special Branch, Aizawl. On 10.4.1975 @ 10:00 AM
he was shot dead by MNF militants while he was
performing duty at Bazar Bungkawn, Aizawl.
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NaikThankima,1-MAP

C/17 Zairemmawia,
1-MAP

Lunglei

Near Chhingchhip
Village

30.6.1977

On the morning of 30.6.1977,NaikThankima
went out towards the main bazar of Lunglei on receipt
of information on activity of MNF Volunteers as he
was assigned with the duty to ascertain and keep vigil
on the movements of MNF in that area. However on
reaching the vicinity of the main bazaar, he was
suddenly shot by MNF Volunteers who thereafter fled
from the spot. NaikThankima died on the spot.
He was awarded Police Medal for Gallantry in
the year 1977.

22.11.1979

On receiving activities and movements of MNF
volunteers, Police party was sent to perform operation
duty towards Chhingchhip village on 22.11.1979. The
Police operation party was ambushed by the MNF
insurgents near Chhingchhip village. In the encounter
that ensued, C/17 Zairemmawia was shot dead at the
spot
by
the
MNF
extremists.
He was awarded Police Medal for Gallantry
posthumously in the year 1982.

12

SI LalbuangaSailo,
CID (SB)

Mission Veng,
Aizawl

11.12.1981

On 10.12.1981 @ 8:00 PM MNF Town Commander
Thansanga alongwith his colleagues Zotea and Zira
came to the residence of SI LalbuangaSailo at Police
Quarters, Mission Veng, Aizawl and directed him to
give them his service pistol. But he told them that he
kept the pistol with him only while performing duty
and deposited back at the end of duty period. They
searched his house but didn't find anything.
On 11.12.1981 @ 4:30 PM MNF militants
appeared again and told the wife of SI LalbuangaSailo
about their anguish over the content of Mizo Arsi
Local Newspaper which published that SI
LalbuangaSailo refused to handover his pistol to MNF
militants.
When SI LalbuangaSailo returned from duty his
wife told him about the remark of MNF militants and
SI LalbuangaSailo called his two colleagues SI
Vanlalchhuanga and Const. Hrangliana to his quarters.
After a few minutes, their door was violently knocked
by someone and SI LalbuangaSailo asked Const.
Hrangliana to open it despite objection from his wife.
The MNF militants suddenly opened fire on them and
in the ensuing exchange of fire, two bullets hit on the
chest of SI LalbuangaSailo and on 12.12.1981 @ 5:00
AM and he succumbed to his injury. One MNF
militant namely Zotea was also shot dead by SI
LalbuangaSailo during the scuffle.
He was awarded President's Police Medal for
Gallantry posthumously in the year 1983.
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Inspr.
LalchungnungaSailo, 1MAP

Hav. Rokhuma, 1-MAP

Const. Robuanga,
AZL-DEF

Bara Bazar,
Aizawl

Near Parvachawm
village

Saiphai Village

19.1.1982

On
the
morning
of
19.1.1982,Inspr.
LalchungnungaSailo went out for a walk after
morning roll call and while passing through the main
road below New market bookroom, a number of MNF
volunteers suddenly confronted him and fired at him.
However,
Inspr.
LalchungnungaSailo
despite
sustaining severe gun injury retaliated against the
MNF volunteers and finally chased them away from
the spot. Later, Inspr. LalchungnungaSailo succumbed
due to his injury.

3.8.1982

On 3.8.1982, a party of Police personnel went out
for operation duty on receipt of movements of MNF
extremists around the outskirt of Daido village,
Aizawl Dist., Mizoram. The operation party was
ambushed by the MNF extremists near Parvachawm
village under sub-division of Manipur State and Hav.
Rokhuma was killed in the encounter with the MNF
insurgents.
He was awarded Police Medal for Gallantry
posthumously in the year 1983.

1.12.1983

On 1st Dec., 1983, the constable in the company
of Indian Army undertook operation against MNF at
Saiphai, Chawnpui village. During the operation, the
Indian Army by mistake killed Const. Robuanga on 1st
Dec 1983.
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SI R. Vanlalauva,
AZL-DEF

C/467 H. Thangzela,
1-MAP

C/408 Lalnunmawia,
1-MAP

Jurkhal&Bashertol
near
Monierkhal
Tea Estate

Tinghmun Village

Zohmun Village

16.5.1989

Under the command of SI R. Vanlalauva, an
operation was carried out against HPC underground.
The Operation Team was consisting of the noted SI
and four other Constables. On the way to their return
after the operation, the team was ambushed by the
HPC underground. SI R. Vanlalauva was shot dead by
the HPC underground on 16th May, 1989.
He was awarded President's Police Medal for
Gallantry in the year 1983.

17.7.1989

On 15.7.1989 @ 9:30 PM, about 20 (twenty)
armed HPC volunteers raided the house of Mr. Khuma
of Tinghmun village and abducted C/467 H.
Thangzela who was present in the house alongwith
Lalhmingthanga s/o Sapbiakthanga and F. Thanzama,
President Cong (I) Unit Tinghmun were also abducted
with a view to kill them. However, the latter two were
released after severely assaulting them. Later on
17.7.1989, C/467 H. Thangzela was killed by the HPC
volunteers in Manipur.

25.5.1990

On 24.5.1990, HPC volunteers abducted C/408
Lalnunmawia and one civilian Chawnga from
Zohmun village. They took both of them outside
Zohmun village and later released Chawnga, the
civilian, but killed C/408 Lalnunmawia on 25.5.1990
by shooting him with .303 rifle and Sten-gun after
executing a heinous and vehement torture upon him.
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C/87 Lalhriata, 1-MAP

C/681 Lalngaihthanga,
1-MAP

C/605 Rokima, 1-MAP

Daido Village

Near Tlangnuam
Village

Near Sinzawl
Village

20.3.1991

On 20.3.1991, a Police party went for patrolling
in the outskirt of Daido village and when they reached
near Vawngkawt (Mizoram-Manipur border), 11
(eleven) numbers of HPC volunteers ambushed and
fired on the said Police patrolling party. C/87
Lalhriata was killed in the ambush.

15.5.1991

On 15.5.1991, a patrolling party consisting of 10
(ten) Police personnel under the command of SI
Tlanglawma proceeded towards Daido village from
Khawlian village and while passing Tlangnuam
village (about 1 kilometer toward Daido village) the
Police patrolling party were ambushed by HPC
extremists, as a result C/681 Lalngaihthanga was shot
dead on the spot.

18.12.1991

On receipt of information about the movements
of HPC volunteers in Khawkawn village, MAP
patrolling party chased them towards Tuivai river
(bordering Manipur) on 18.12.1991. The HPC
volunteers laid an ambush near Tuivai river towards
Mizoram. During the encounter, C/605 Rokima was
killed and two other HPC Volunteers namely
Lalkaltluanga s/o Hrangvunga and Chawngneiha s/o
Aikhama, both of Khawlian village were also killed in
the encounter.
He was awarded President's Police Medal for
Gallantry posthumously in the year 1994.
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Inspr. Zohlimpuia,
CID (SB)

Lance Naik P.C.
Vanlalpeka,
3-MAP

Melbuk to
Zokhawthar road,
Champhai Dist.

Near Champhai

25.7.1996

On 25.7.1996, Inspr. Zohlimpuia and party of
CID (SB) who were conducting counter insurgency
operation within Champhai District met an accident
with their vehicle (Jonga) between Zokhawthar to
Champhai road. Inspr. Zohlimpuia died at the spot due
to head injury. His colleagues namely Inspr.
Vanlalchhuana (Rtd.), SI MalsawmaRoyte and Const.
Lallianpuia were fortunately unharmed.

4.8.1996

The Chin National Army (CNA) Outfit
entered into eastern part of Mizoram since January,
1996 and were found indulging in committing
mischievous and criminal acts like kidnapping and to
the extent of murder etc.
To tackle with these CNA outfits, an operation
team of Mizoram Armed Police consisting of 12
(twelve) personnel including Lance Naik P.C.
Vanlalpeka was dispatched from Aizawl during the
middle part of 1996 to launch necessary offensive and
preventive operation in and around Champhai town
and its neighbouring villages.
On reaching the Forest Hut where the
kidnapped persons were kept, the operation team of
Mizoram Armed Police encountered with the
suspected CNA outfits and shots were fired. Lance
Naik P.C. Vanlalpeka of 3rd Bn.MAP was shot at his
forehead at about 9:30 PM on 4.8.1996 and
succumbed to his injuries on the spot.
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C/485 Sanglianchhunga,
1-IR Bn.

C/491 Hmingthanzauva,
1-IR Bn.

Near Chawnpui
village

Near Chawnpui
village

10.2.1997

On the morning of 10.2.1997, SI
Lallungmuana the then Post Commander of Saiphai
BOP had received reliable information from civilian
that some militants went into the Paddy field near
Chemphai village and burnt down jhum hut and
opened fire for frightening of Paddy field workers.
The Post Commander had detailed one Havildar and
four Constables to conduct foot patrolling and to
verify the information and to take action. When they
arrived at the paddy field near Chemphai village, the
militants had already left the place. Then they left the
paddy
field
for
Saiphai
B.O.P.
On their way to Saiphai B.O.P. at Chepte
bridge near Chawnpui village, the militants ambushed
and killed four Constables including C/485
Sanglianchhunga on the spot on 10.2.1997.

10.2.1997

On the morning of 10.2.1997 SI Lallungmuana
the then Post Commander of Saiphai BOP had
received reliable information from civilian that some
militants went into the Paddy field near Chemphai
village and disturbed, burnt down jhum hut and
opened fire for frightening of Paddy field workers.
The Post Commander had detailed one Havildar and
four Constables to conduct foot patrolling and to
verify the information and to take action. When they
arrived at the paddy field near Chemphai village, the
militants had already left the place. Then they left the
paddy
field
for
Saiphai
B.O.P.
On their way to Saiphai B.O.P. at Chepte bridge
near Chawnpui village the militants ambushed and
killed
four
Constables
including
C/491
Hmingthanzauva on 10.2.1997.
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C/08 Lalrotluanga,
1-IR Bn.

C/726 R.C.
Vanlalchhunga,
1-IR Bn.

Near Chawnpui
village

Near Chawnpui
village

10.2.1997

On the morning of 10.2.1997 SI Lallungmuana
the then Post Commander of Saiphai BOP had
received reliable information from civilian that some
militants went into the Paddy field near Chemphai
village and disturbed, burnt down jhum hut and
opened fire for frightening of Paddy field workers.
Post Commander had detailed one Havildar and four
Constables to conduct foot patrolling and to verify the
information and to take action. When they arrived at
the paddy field near Chemphai village, the militants
had already left the place. Then they left the paddy
field
for
Saiphai
B.O.P.
On their way to Saiphai B.O.P. at Chepte bridge near
Chawnpui village the militants ambushed and killed
four Constables on the spot including C/08
Lalrotluanga on 10.2.1997.

10.2.1997

On the morning of 10.2.1997 SI Lallungmuana
the then Post Commander of Saiphai BOP had
received reliable information from civilian that some
militants went into the Paddy field near Chemphai
village and disturbed, burnt down jhum hut and
opened fire for frightening of Paddy field workers.
The Post Commander had detailed one Havildar and
four Constables to conduct foot patrolling and to
verify the information and to take action. When they
arrived at the paddy field near Chemphai village, the
militants had already left the place. Then they left the
paddy
field
for
Saiphai
B.O.P.
On their way to Saiphai B.O.P. at Chepte bridge
near Chawnpui village the militants ambushed and
killed four Constables including C/726 R.C.
Vanlalchhunga on 10.2.1997.
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ASI ZoramsangaRalte,
AZL-DEF

Vaitin Village

24.3.1999

29

C/264 LaltanpuiaRalte,
1-MAP

Vaitin Village

24.3.1999

30

C/360 Khualtawna,
1-MAP

Vaitin Village

24.3.1999

On 24th March1999 at about 6:00 AM, Pu
Zothanmawia, YMA President, Vaitin saw HPC outfit
entering into their village. The matter was
immediately informed to the Police. In response to the
report, a Police Party consisting of four constables
under the command of ASI Zoramsanga immediately
proceeded towards the place where the underground
outfit were seen. While proceeding towards the place,
the underground outfit opened fire on the Police party;
ASI Zoramsanga was shot dead at the spot.
On 24.3.1999,information was received by the
Sakawrdai B.O.P. that a group of extremists who were
believed to be MAIDA, Manipur based militants
entered Vaitin village. Hence, patrolling party
consisting of 6 (six) personnels was immediately sent
to Vaitin under the command of ASI (UB)
ZoramsangaRalte. On entering the Vaitin village by
patrolling party, an ambush was laid down by the
extremists who turn out to be PLA militants instead of
MAIDA. C/264 LaltanpuiaRalte was shot dead on the
spot at the entrance of Vaitin Village where the
ambush was laid.
On 24.3.1999,information was received by the
Sakawrdai B.O.P. that a group of extremists, who
were believed to be MAIDA, Manipur based militants
entered Vaitin village. Hence, patrolling party
consisting of 6 (six) personnel was immediately sent
to Vaitin under the command of ASI (UB)
ZoramsangaRalte. On entering the Vaitin village by
patrolling party, an ambush was laid by the extremists
who turn out to be PLA militants instead of MAIDA.
C/360 Khualtawna although retaliated and fired back
several shot, subsequently out-numbered, he was shot
dead by the PLA militants.
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C/555 Lalramthara,
1-MAP

Vaitin Village

24.3.1999

32

C/121 Malsawmtluanga,
1-MAP

Vaitin Village

24.3.1999

On 24.3.1999,information was received by the
Sakawrdai B.O.P. that a group of extremists who were
believed to be MAIDA, Manipur based militants
entered Vaitin village. Hence, patrolling party
consisting of 6 (six) personnel was immediately sent
to Vaitin under the command of ASI (UB)
ZoramsangaRalte. On entering the Vaitin village by
patrolling party, an ambush was laid by the extremists
who turn out to be PLA militants instead of MAIDA.
Although C/555 Lalramthara retaliated, however was
shot dead by the militants as the Police patrolling
party was largely out-numbered by the said PLA
militants.
On 24.3.1999,information was received by the
Sakawrdai B.O.P. that a group of extremists, who
were believed to be MAIDA, Manipur based militants
entered Vaitin village. Hence, patrolling party
consisting of 6 (six) personnel was immediately sent
to Vaitin under the command of ASI (UB)
ZoramsangaRalte. On entering the Vaitin village by
patrolling party, an ambush was laid by the extremists,
who turned out to be PLA militants instead of
MAIDA. Although C/121 Malsawmtluanga retaliated,
however was shot dead by the militants as the Police
patrolling party was largely out-numbered by the said
PLA militants.
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D/G-II RokungaPautu,
1-MAP

Near Bandiasara

30.6.2000

34

Lance Naik K.
Lalrammawia,
1-MAP

Near Bandiasara

30.6.2000

It was learnt that the BNLF militants were
active in the South Western side of the Mizoram state
within Lunglei Dist., Police Operation party was sent
to comb the area and to arrest the militants. On their
return from duty on 30.6.2000 at about 1530 hrs,
BNLF militants ambushed Mizoram Police Operation
party consisting of 19 (nineteen) personnel under the
command of the then Hav. C.S. Lalrinzuala who were
returning to Tlabung in a medium truck NO.MZ 01A/9975 about 1 kilometer after leaving Bandiasora
(between Bandiasora and Devasora). The militants
killed 7 (seven) Police personnel and injured 7 (seven)
Police personnel. No arms and ammunitions were lost
by the Police during the encounter. Although the
Police operation retaliated, D/G-II RokungaPautu who
was driving the vehicle was killed in the said ambush
by
the
BNLF
militants.
He was awarded President's Police Medal for
Gallantry posthumously in the year 2002.
It was learnt that the BNLF militants were
active in the South Western side of the Mizoram state
within Lunglei Dist., Police Operation party was sent
to comb the area and to arrest the militants. On their
return from duty on 30.6.2000 at about 1530 hrs.
BNLF militants ambushed Mizoram Police Operation
party consisting 19 (nineteen) personnel under the
command of the then Hav. C.S. Lalrinzuala who were
proceeding on a medium truck NO.MZ 01-A/9975
about 1 kilometer after leaving Bandiasora (between
Bandiasora and Devasora). The militants killed 7
(seven) Police personnel and injured 7 (seven) Police
personnel. No arms and ammunitions have been lost
by the Police during the encounter. Although the
Police operation retaliated, Lance Naik K.
Lalrammawia was killed in the said ambush laid out
by the BNLF militants.
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Lance Naik K.
Lalchhuanawma,
2-MAP

Near Bandiasara

30.6.2000
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C/143 Thangduna,
LLI-DEF

Near Bandiasara

30.6.2000

It was learnt that the BNLF militants were
active in the South Western side of the Mizoram state
within Lunglei Dist., Police Operation party was sent
to comb the area and to arrest the militants. On their
return from duty on 30.6.2000 at about 1530 hrs.
BNLF militants ambushed Mizoram Police Operation
party consisting 19 (nineteen) personnel under the
command of the then Hav. C.S. Lalrinzuala who were
proceeding on a medium truck NO.MZ 01-A/9975
about 1 kilometer after leaving Bandiasora (between
Bandiasora and Devasora). The militants killed 7
(seven) Police personnel and injured 7 (seven) Police
personnel. No arms and ammunitions have been lost
by the Police during the encounter. Although the
Police operation retaliated, Lance Naik K.
Lalchhuanawma was killed in the said ambush laid out
by the BNLF militants.
It was learnt that the BNLF militants were
active in the South Western side of the Mizoram state
within Lunglei Dist., Police Operation party was sent
to comb the area and to arrest the militants. On their
return from duty on 30.6.2000 at about 1530 hrs.
BNLF militants ambushed Mizoram Police Operation
party consisting 19 (nineteen) personnel under the
command of the then Hav. C.S. Lalrinzualawho were
proceeding on a medium truck NO.MZ 01-A/9975
about 1 kilometer after leaving Bandiasora (between
Bandiasora and Devasora). The militants killed 7
(seven) Police personnel and injured 7 (seven) Police
personnel. No arms and ammunitions have been lost
by the Police during the encounter. Although the
Police operation retaliated, C/143 Thangduna was
killed in the said ambush laid out by the BNLF
militants.
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C/80 T.C. Lala,
1-MAP

Near Bandiasara

30.6.2000
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C/505 Lalnunmawia,
1-MAP

Near Bandiasara

30.6.2000

It was learnt that the BNLF militants were
active in the South Western side of the Mizoram state
within Lunglei Dist., Police Operation party was sent
to comb the area and to arrest the militants. On their
return from duty on 30.6.2000 at about 1530 hrs.
BNLF militants ambushed Mizoram Police Operation
party consisting 19 (nineteen) personnel under the
command of the then Hav. C.S. Lalrinzuala who were
returing to Tlabung in a medium truck NO.MZ 01A/9975 about 1 kilometer after leaving Bandiasora
(between Bandiasora and Devasora). The militants
killed 7 (seven) Police personnel and injured 7 (seven)
Police personnel. No arms and ammunitions have
been lost by the Police during the encounter. Although
the Police operation retaliated, C/80 T.C. Lala was
killed in the said ambush laid out by the BNLF
militants.
It was learnt that the BNLF militants were active
in the South Western side of the Mizoram state within
Lunglei Dist., Police Operation party was sent to
comb the area and to arrest the militants. On their
return from duty on 30.6.2000 at about 1530 hrs.
BNLF militants ambushed Mizoram Police Operation
party consisting 19 (nineteen) personnel under the
command of the then Hav. C.S. Lalrinzuala who were
returing to Tlabung in a medium truck NO.MZ 01A/9975 about 1 kilometer after leaving Bandiasora
(between Bandiasora and Devasora). The militants
killed 7 (seven) Police personnel and injured 7 (seven)
Police personnel. No arms and ammunitions have
been lost by the Police during the encounter. Although
the Police operation retaliated, C/505 Lalnunmawia
was killed in the said ambush laid out by the BNLF
militants.
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C/11 P.C. Vanlalchhuana,
1-MAP

Near Bandiasara

30.6.2000

It was learnt that the BNLF militants were
active in the South Western side of the Mizoram state
within Lunglei Dist., Police Operation party was sent
to comb the area and to arrest the militants. On their
return from duty on 30.6.2000 at about 1530 hrs.
BNLF militants ambushed Mizoram Police Operation
party consisting 19 (nineteen) personnel under the
command of the then Hav. C.S. Lalrinzuala who were
returing to Tlabung in a medium truck NO.MZ 01A/9975 about 1 kilometer after leaving Bandiasora
(between Bandiasora and Devasora). The militants
killed 7 (seven) Police personnel and injured 7 (seven)
Police personnel. No arms and ammunitions have
been lost by the Police during the encounter. Although
the Police operation retaliated, C/11 P.C.
Vanlalchhuana was killed in the said ambush laid out
by the BNLF militants.
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Hav. Ralliantawna,
2-IR Bn.

Near Muraliguda
(Chhattisgarh)

29.11.2007

On 29th Nov 2007 at around 5:30 AM, 9 (nine)
personnel of2nd IR Bn. belonging to 'E' Company
posted at Banda left for Konta town to collect rations.
All of them were armed with their service weapons
except one IV-Grade employee. The party without
encountering anything unusual arrived at 'E' Coy
Hqrs., at Konta at around 8:30 AM and had their
breakfast. After collecting rations, the party now
comprising of 10 (ten) personnel left Konta at around
1:00 PM for Banda Post, hiring one civilian vehicle
bearing registration No.MP-23-1943 (Mahindra JeepCommander) driven by one Zakir Hussein and helper
boy Sreenu, 13 yrs. One Constable/247 Laltleipuia
who was earlier evacuated to Konta for malaria
treatment joined the group on their way back.
At around 1:30 PM when the party was 2 (two) kms.
from Banda post near Muraliguda (deserted village),
Naxalite exploded a powerful I.E.D. planted on the
road. The vehicle with its 12 (twelve) occupants were
thrown within a radius of 200 mtrs., causing 4 fts.
deep crater with 8 fts. diameter. Hav. Ralliantawna
was one of 10 persons who died on the spot.
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Hav. T.K. Challapan,
2-IR Bn.

Near Muraliguda
(Chhattisgarh)

29.11.2007

On 29th Nov 2007 at around 5:30 AM, 9 (nine)
personnel of2nd IR Bn. belonging to 'E' Company
posted at Banda left for Konta town to collect rations.
All of them were armed with their service weapons
except one IV-Grade employee. The party without
encountering anything unusual arrived at 'E' Coy
Hqrs., at Konta at around 8:30 AM and had their
breakfast. After collecting rations, the party now
comprising of 10 (ten) personnel left Konta at around
1:00 PM for Banda Post, hiring one civilian vehicle
bearing registration No.MP-23-1943 (Mahindra JeepCommander) driven by one Zakir Hussein and helper
boy Sreenu, 13 yrs. One Constable/247 Laltleipuia
who was earlier evacuated to Konta for malaria
treatment joined the group on their way back.
At around 1:30 PM when the party was 2 (two) kms.
from Banda post near Muraliguda (deserted village),
Naxalite exploded a powerful I.E.D. planted on the
road. The vehicle with its 12 (twelve) occupants were
thrown within a radius of 200 mtrs., causing 4 fts.
deep crater with 8 fts. diameter.Hav. T.K. Challapan
was one of 10 persons who died on the spot.
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C/244 Gyano Chakma,
2-IR Bn.

Near Muraliguda
(Chhattisgarh)

29.11.2007

On 29th Nov 2007 at around 5:30 AM, 9 (nine)
personnel of2nd IR Bn. belonging to 'E' Company
posted at Banda left for Konta town to collect rations.
All of them were armed with their service weapons
except one IV-Grade employee. The party without
encountering anything unusual arrived at 'E' Coy
Hqrs., at Konta at around 8:30 AM and had their
breakfast. After collecting rations, the party now
comprising of 10 (ten) personnel left Konta at around
1:00 PM for Banda Post, hiring one civilian vehicle
bearing registration No.MP-23-1943 (Mahindra JeepCommander) driven by one Zakir Hussein and helper
boy Sreenu, 13 yrs. One Constable/247 Laltleipuia
who was earlier evacuated to Konta for malaria
treatment joined the group on their way back.
At around 1:30 PM when the party was 2 (two) kms.
from Banda post near Muraliguda (deserted village),
Naxalite exploded a powerful I.E.D. planted on the
road. The vehicle with its 12 (twelve) occupants were
thrown within a radius of 200 mtrs., causing 4 fts.
deep crater with 8 fts. diameter. C/244 Gyano Chakma
was one of 10 persons who died on the spot.
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C/4 Thangkhangena,
2-IR Bn.

Near Muraliguda
(Chhattisgarh)

29.11.2007

On 29th Nov 2007 at around 5:30 AM, 9 (nine)
personnel of2nd IR Bn. belonging to 'E' Company
posted at Banda left for Konta town to collect rations.
All of them were armed with their service weapons
except one IV-Grade employee. The party without
encountering anything unusual arrived at 'E' Coy
Hqrs., at Konta at around 8:30 AM and had their
breakfast. After collecting rations, the party now
comprising of 10 (ten) personnel left Konta at around
1:00 PM for Banda Post, hiring one civilian vehicle
bearing registration No.MP-23-1943 (Mahindra JeepCommander) driven by one Zakir Hussein and helper
boy Sreenu, 13 yrs. One Constable/247 Laltleipuia
who was earlier evacuated to Konta for malaria
treatment joined the group on their way back.
At around 1:30 PM when the party was 2 (two) kms.
from Banda post near Muraliguda (deserted village),
Naxalite exploded a powerful I.E.D. planted on the
road. The vehicle with its 12 (twelve) occupants were
thrown within a radius of 200 mtrs., causing 4 fts.
deep crater with 8 fts. diameter. C/4 Thangkhangena
was one of 10 persons who died on the spot.
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C/1 Zaihmingthana,
2-IR Bn.

Near Muraliguda
(Chhattisgarh)

29.11.2007

On 29th Nov 2007 at around 5:30 AM, 9 (nine)
personnel of2nd IR Bn. belonging to 'E' Company
posted at Banda left for Konta town to collect rations.
All of them were armed with their service weapons
except one IV-Grade employee. The party without
encountering anything unusual arrived at 'E' Coy
Hqrs., at Konta at around 8:30 AM and had their
breakfast. After collecting rations, the party now
comprising of 10 (ten) personnel left Konta at around
1:00 PM for Banda Post, hiring one civilian vehicle
bearing registration No.MP-23-1943 (Mahindra JeepCommander) driven by one Zakir Hussein and helper
boy Sreenu, 13 yrs. One Constable/247 Laltleipuia
who was earlier evacuated to Konta for malaria
treatment joined the group on their way back.
At around 1:30 PM when the party was 2 (two) kms.
from Banda post near Muraliguda (deserted village),
Naxalite exploded a powerful I.E.D. planted on the
road. The vehicle with its 12 (twelve) occupants were
thrown within a radius of 200 mtrs., causing 4 fts.
deep crater with 8 fts. diameter. C/1 Zaihmingthanga
was one of 10 persons who died on the spot.
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C/38 Laltlanzova,
2-IR Bn.

Near Muraliguda
(Chhattisgarh)

29.11.2007

On 29th Nov 2007 at around 5:30 AM, 9 (nine)
personnel of2nd IR Bn. belonging to 'E' Company
posted at Banda left for Konta town to collect rations.
All of them were armed with their service weapons
except one IV-Grade employee. The party without
encountering anything unusual arrived at 'E' Coy
Hqrs., at Konta at around 8:30 AM and had their
breakfast. After collecting rations, the party now
comprising of 10 (ten) personnel left Konta at around
1:00 PM for Banda Post, hiring one civilian vehicle
bearing registration No.MP-23-1943 (Mahindra JeepCommander) driven by one Zakir Hussein and helper
boy Sreenu, 13 yrs. One Constable/247 Laltleipuia
who was earlier evacuated to Konta for malaria
treatment joined the group on their way back.
At around 1:30 PM when the party was 2 (two) kms.
from Banda post near Muraliguda (deserted village),
Naxalite exploded a powerful I.E.D. planted on the
road. The vehicle with its 12 (twelve) occupants were
thrown within a radius of 200 mtrs., causing 4 fts.
deep crater with 8 fts. diameter. C/38 Laltlanzova was
one of 10 persons who died on the spot.
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C/247 Laltleipuia,
2-IR Bn.

Near Muraliguda
(Chhattisgarh)

29.11.2007

On 29th Nov 2007 at around 5:30 AM, 9 (nine)
personnel of2nd IR Bn. belonging to 'E' Company
posted at Banda left for Konta town to collect rations.
All of them were armed with their service weapons
except one IV-Grade employee. The party without
encountering anything unusual arrived at 'E' Coy
Hqrs., at Konta at around 8:30 AM and had their
breakfast. After collecting rations, the party now
comprising of 10 (ten) personnel left Konta at around
1:00 PM for Banda Post, hiring one civilian vehicle
bearing registration No.MP-23-1943 (Mahindra JeepCommander) driven by one Zakir Hussein and helper
boy Sreenu, 13 yrs. One Constable/247 Laltleipuia
who was earlier evacuated to Konta for malaria
treatment joined the group on their way back.
At around 1:30 PM when the party was 2 (two) kms.
from Banda post near Muraliguda (deserted village),
Naxalite exploded a powerful I.E.D. planted on the
road. The vehicle with its 12 (twelve) occupants were
thrown within a radius of 200 mtrs., causing 4 fts.
deep crater with 8 fts. diameter. C/247 Laltleipuia was
one of 10 persons who died on the spot.
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C/85 H. Vanlalhruaia,
2-IR Bn.

Near Muraliguda
(Chhattisgarh)

29.11.2007

On 29th Nov 2007 at around 5:30 AM, 9 (nine)
personnel of2nd IR Bn. belonging to 'E' Company
posted at Banda left for Konta town to collect rations.
All of them were armed with their service weapons
except one IV-Grade employee. The party without
encountering anything unusual arrived at 'E' Coy
Hqrs., at Konta at around 8:30 AM and had their
breakfast. After collecting rations, the party now
comprising of 10 (ten) personnel left Konta at around
1:00 PM for Banda Post, hiring one civilian vehicle
bearing registration No.MP-23-1943 (Mahindra JeepCommander) driven by one Zakir Hussein and helper
boy Sreenu, 13 yrs. One Constable/247 Laltleipuia
who was earlier evacuated to Konta for malaria
treatment joined the group on their way back.
At around 1:30 PM when the party was 2 (two) kms.
from Banda post near Muraliguda (deserted village),
Naxalite exploded a powerful I.E.D. planted on the
road. The vehicle with its 12 (twelve) occupants were
thrown within a radius of 200 mtrs., causing 4 fts.
deep crater with 8 fts. diameter. C/85 H. Vanlalhruaia
was one of 10 persons who died on the spot.
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C/122 Biakrotluanga,
2-IR Bn.

Near Muraliguda
(Chhattisgarh)

29.11.2007

On 29th Nov 2007 at around 5:30 AM, 9 (nine)
personnel of2nd IR Bn. belonging to 'E' Company
posted at Banda left for Konta town to collect rations.
All of them were armed with their service weapons
except one IV-Grade employee. The party without
encountering anything unusual arrived at 'E' Coy
Hqrs., at Konta at around 8:30 AM and had their
breakfast. After collecting rations, the party now
comprising of 10 (ten) personnel left Konta at around
1:00 PM for Banda Post, hiring one civilian vehicle
bearing registration No.MP-23-1943 (Mahindra JeepCommander) driven by one Zakir Hussein and helper
boy Sreenu, 13 yrs. One Constable/247 Laltleipuia
who was earlier evacuated to Konta for malaria
treatment joined the group on their way back.
At around 1:30 PM when the party was 2 (two) kms.
from Banda post near Muraliguda (deserted village),
Naxalite exploded a powerful I.E.D. planted on the
road. The vehicle with its 12 (twelve) occupants were
thrown within a radius of 200 mtrs., causing 4 fts.
deep crater with 8 fts. diameter. C/122 Biakrotluanga
was one of 10 persons who died on the spot.
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IV-Grd. Lalduhawma,
2-IR Bn.

50

SI Lalrindika,
1-IR Bn.

Near Muraliguda
(Chhattisgarh)

29.11.2007

Near Saipum
Village

2.9.2008

On 29th Nov 2007 at around 5:30 AM, 9 (nine)
personnel of2nd IR Bn. belonging to 'E' Company
posted at Banda left for Konta town to collect rations.
All of them were armed with their service weapons
except one IV-Grade employee. The party without
encountering anything unusual arrived at 'E' Coy
Hqrs., at Konta at around 8:30 AM and had their
breakfast. After collecting rations, the party now
comprising of 10 (ten) personnel left Konta at around
1:00 PM for Banda Post, hiring one civilian vehicle
bearing registration No.MP-23-1943 (Mahindra JeepCommander) driven by one Zakir Hussein and helper
boy Sreenu, 13 yrs. One Constable/247 Laltleipuia
who was earlier evacuated to Konta for malaria
treatment joined the group on their way back.
At around 1:30 PM when the party was 2 (two) kms.
from Banda post near Muraliguda (deserted village),
Naxalite exploded a powerful I.E.D. planted on the
road. The vehicle with its 12 (twelve) occupants were
thrown within a radius of 200 mtrs., causing 4 fts.
deep crater with 8 fts. diameter. IV-Grd. Lalduhawma
was one of 10 persons who died on the spot.
On the morning of 2.9.2008, 7 (seven) personnel
of pay Collection party from Saipum B.O.P. and 9
(nine) 1st IR personnels newly posted to Saipum
B.O.P. left Bn. Hqrs., Mualvum, Saipum B.O.P. by
Unit vehicle MZ 01-C-6904 (M/Truck) driven by
D/G-II Lalsangzuala with Handyman C/48 H.
Lalremthanga.
On their way to Saipum village at about 4:00 PM.
&only about 3 kms of reaching Saipum village, they
were ambushed by the militants suspected to be HPC
'D'. 1st IR Bn. personnel bravely encountered the
militants and saved the vehicle. But unfortunately SI
Lalrindika and 3 (three) other Constables died on the
spot while the others survived.
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C/808 B. Lalchunglura,
1-IR Bn.

C/48 H. Lalremthanga,
1-IR Bn.

Near Saipum
Village

Near Saipum
Village

2.9.2008

On the morning of 2.9.2008, 7 (seven) personnel
of pay Collection party from Saipum B.O.P. and 9
(nine) 1st IR personnels newly posted to Saipum
B.O.P. left Bn. Hqrs., Mualvum, Saipum B.O.P. by
Unit vehicle MZ 01-C-6904 (M/Truck) driven by
D/G-II Lalsangzuala with Handyman C/48 H.
Lalremthanga.
On their way to Saipum village at about 4:00 PM.
&only about 3 kms of reaching Saipum village, they
were ambushed by the militants suspected to be HPC
'D'. 1st IR Bn. personnel bravely encountered the
militants and saved the vehicle. But unfortunately
C/808 B. Lalchunglura and 3 (three) other Police
personnel died on the spot while the others survived.

2.9.2008

On the morning of 2.9.2008, 7 (seven) personnel
of pay Collection party from Saipum B.O.P. and 9
(nine) 1st IR personnels newly posted to Saipum
B.O.P. left Bn. Hqrs., Mualvum, Saipum B.O.P. by
Unit vehicle MZ 01-C-6904 (M/Truck) driven by
D/G-II Lalsangzuala with Handyman C/48 H.
Lalremthanga.
On their way to Saipum village at about 4:00 PM.
&only about 3 kms of reaching Saipum village, they
were ambushed by the militants suspected to be HPC
'D'. 1st IR Bn. personnel bravely encountered the
militants and saved the vehicle.But unfortunately C/48
H. Lalremthanga and 3 (three) other Police personnel
died on the spot while the others survived.
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C366 David
Rualthankhuma,
1-IR Bn.

SI
ZoramtharaKhawlhring,
AZL-DEF

Near Saipum
Village

Near
Zokhawthiang

2.9.2008

On the morning of 2.9.2008, 7 (seven) personnel
of pay Collection party from Saipum B.O.P. and 9
(nine) 1st IR personnels newly posted to Saipum
B.O.P. left Bn. Hqrs., Mualvum, Saipum B.O.P. by
Unit vehicle MZ 01-C-6904 (M/Truck) driven by
D/G-II Lalsangzuala with Handyman C/48 H.
Lalremthanga.
On their way to Saipum village at about 4:00 PM.
&only about 3 kms of reaching Saipum village, they
were ambushed by the militants suspected to be HPC
'D'. 1st IR Bn. personnel bravely encountered the
militants and saved the vehicle. But unfortunately
C/366 David Rualthankhuma and 3 (three) other
Police personnel died on the spot while the others
survived.

28.3.2015

SI ZoramtharaKhawlhring while he was posted
as O/C Sakawrdai PS was running at the head of a
carcade of Assembly Assurance Committee as a Pilot
using Sakawrdai PS vehicle Gypsy bearing
registration No.MZ-01-B-6874 on 28.3.2015 while
they were approaching Zokhawthiang Village, 1/2
(half) km from Zokhawthiang village they were
ambushed by suspected HPC (D) militants at about
8:00
AM.
In
the
fateful
incident,
SI
ZoramtharaKhawlhringalongwith his driver and one
Constable were brutally shot dead and injured other 4
(four) Police personnel and 2 (two) Civilians by the
underground outfit.
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D/G-III C. Lalchuailova,
AZL-DEF

C/673 Hmangaihmawia,
1-MAP

Near
Zokhawthiang

Near
Zokhawthiang

28.3.2015

D/G-III C. Lalchuailova while he was posted
atSakawrdai as Driver had driven the Police Station
vehicle Gypsy bearing registration No.MZ-01-B-6874
which run at the head of a carcade of Assembly
Assurance Committee on 28.3.2015. While they were
approaching Zokhawthiang Village which is located at
Mizoram-Manipur border, 1/2 (half) km from
Zokhawthiang village they were ambushed by
suspected HPC (D) militants at about 8:00 AM. D/GIII
C.
Lalchuailovaalongwith
SI
ZoramtharaKhawlhring O/C Sakawrdai PS and C/673
Hmangaihmawia of 1stBn.MAP were shot dead by the
underground at the spot and other 4 (four) Police
personnel and 2 (two) Civilians were also injured in
the incident.

28.3.2015

On 28th March, 2015, party of escort duty was
deputed from Sakawrdai B.O.P. to accompany
Assurance
Committee,
Mizoram
Legislative
Assembly to
Zokhawthiang village.
C/673
Hmangaihmawia of 1st Bn.MAP was among the pilot
party. At around 9:05 AM, suspected HPC (D)
militants ambushed the escort party between
Tinghmun and Zokhawthiang village (at the suburb of
Zokhawthiang village). C/673 Hmangaihmawia was
killed in the ambush alongwith 2 (two) other Police
personnel.

